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Details of Visit:

Author: mj741
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 4 Nov 2012 14:00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://elsielarson.co.uk/

The Premises:

Elsie works from a discreet block of privately-rented flats in South London, zone 2, a train's ride
from Victoria or Shepherd's Bush. It was clean, welcoming and safe.

The Lady:

Elsie is a very cute lady indeed, and sports a proper hourglass, curvy figure that a gentleman (or,
indeed, anyone) would have to be mad not to admire madly. As one would guess from her website
and online profiles, she was wearing fine lingerie and did not at all disappoint.

The Story:

As someone very new to this scene, I was particularly looking for someone who specialised in
making newcomers feel comfortable and at ease, both in terms of intimacy and physical safetu. I
need not have worried: she was kind, gentle and reassuring - as well as funny and fabulously good-
looking. What more can a visitor ask for?

Elsie goes through some very sensible safety precautions that any reasonable client will respect,
whilst understanding the need for some level of privacy on both sides. It was easy to book and she
checks/replies to email frequently.

We enjoyed plenty of conversation, a good bottle of wine as well as each other. To my surprise this
felt very natural and not at all paid or clinical - for clients she clicks with, Elsie really does genuinely
enjoy her work. My guess is that, given her easy-going manner and varied conversation, there will
be few professional-level, intelligient individuals she won't find affinity with.

I'm entirely new on this forum, but have no connection with Elsie other than being a very happy
client: so much so that I offered to write this report. Highly recommended to anyone who will treat
her well.
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